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WATER FUTURES MARKET ANALYSIS

Welcome to WATERTALK
by Joshua Bell standing in for Robin Bieber
CLICK THE LINK BELOW
“A 2 minute technical analysis video of H2O futures”

https://vimeo.com/580657699
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NQH2O INDEX PRICE vs H2O FUTURES PRICE
1 Month Price Performance NQH2O Index vs H2O Futures
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Yesterday on the 28th of June the NQH2O index remained unchanged at $842.38. The
August futures contract which has been the front month contract for one week now
has been trading in a tight range at a premium of $28.62-$31.62 for the past week. The
high for H2O futures contract over the past week has been $875 and the low, $871.
Below are the bid offer prices on different expiries being quoted in the market.
August is 867@871
September 817@8866
December 610@810
The December offer price is still cheaper than the August and September bids. The
August bid to December offer is minus $57. This is indicating a significant implied
seasonality in the trading of water, with prices peaking in summer and tapering off in
winter. NQH2O index is up 68.53% up Year to Date.
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NQH2O INDEX HISTORY
NQH2O Seasonal Pricing/ CME H2O Futures Quotes
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The graph above lays out the Nasdaq Veles water index by year, showing 2014, 2015
2020, 2021 plus an average price of the last eight years. In very dry years, prices clearly
rise through the spring, peaking in May to July (with the exception of 2015) as demand
for water from farmers peaks. Prices then taper off heading into the winter on reduced
demand, and the possibility of rain/snow.
The restricted ability to “carry” water, much like one can do with financial contracts,
gives this index the same type of seasonal pattern that one sees on some other
commodities.
The graph for 2021 is highlighted in light blue. It shows the same seasonal climb, but at
record-high values above each of the last eight years since February.
Current bids and offers in the market are still higher than historic prices showing that
expectations are that this is an exceptionally dry year and prices may not fall seasonally
as much as they have in prior dry years.
(Ref: John H Dolan)
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H2O FUTURES AND NQH2O INDEX VOLATILITY ANALYSIS
Daily H2O Futures Volatility vs Daily NQH2O Index
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For the week ending on the 28th July the two-month futures volatility is at a premium of
5.88% to the index down 0.19% from the previous week. The one-month futures
volatility is at a premium of 2.45% to the index, up 0.83% for the week. The one-week
futures volatility is at a premium of 0.81% to the index, up 0.41%. The one month and
one-week volatilities of the index and the futures is at very similar levels and is indicating
price stabilization.
DAILY VOLATILITY
Over the last week the July future volatility high has been 1.33% on July 22nd and the
low has been 0% on June 27th.
Above prices are all HISTORIC VOLATILITIES and IMPLIED VOLATILITIES will be
introduced once an options market has been established.
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CENTRAL VALLEY PRECIPITATION REPORT
Central Valley Precipitation Index
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Central Valley average is calculated using data from 19 weather stations in the Central Valley, California.
Data as of 28/07/2021

STATION
SAN JOAQUIN 5
STATION (5SI)
TULARE 6 STATION
(6SI)
NORTHERN SIERRA 8
STATION (8SI)
CENTRAL VALLEY
TOTAL

MTD
(INCHES)

WEEK ON
WEEK
CHANGE
(INCHES)

% OF 20 YEAR
AVERAGE
MTD

2021 WYTD VS
2020 WYTD
%

2021 WY VS 20
YEAR
AVERAGE TO
DATE %

0.03

0

16.04%

63

47

0.12

0.03

51.72%

66

35

0.04

0

33.90%

62

46

0.19

0.03

33.89%

64

42.67

RESERVOIR STORAGE
RESERVOIR
TRINITY LAKE
SHASTA LAKE
LAKE OROVILLE
SAN LUIS RES

STORAGE (AF)

% CAPACITY

1,029,986
1,495,613
915,957
453,494

42
33
26
22

LAST YEAR %
CAPACITY
67
60
54
48

HISTORIC ANNUAL
AVERAGE CAPACITY %
52
45
35
43
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SNOWPACK WATER CONTENT
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*Snow Water Equivalent, or SWE, is a commonly used measurement used by hydrologists and water
managers to guage the amount of liquid water contained within the snowpack. In other words, it is
the amount of water that will be released from the snowpack when it melts. SWE has regional
variance.
** April 1st is used as the benchmark as it when the snow pack in California is generally deepest. It
has been used the benchmark date since 1941 by DWR and can be used to predict spring river flow.
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DROUGHT MONITOR

The U.S. Drought Monitor is jointly produced by the National Drought Mitigation Center at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, the United States
Department of Agriculture, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Map courtesy of NDMC.
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CURRENT SATELLITE IMAGERY
The US Drought Monitor release their statistics with
a 1-week lag to this report. Drought conditions have
remained largely unchanged from the previous
week apart from a small region on the CA/AZ
border.
Widespread monsoon activity has moved up from
the south over this past week bring with it moister
and thunderstorms. Unfortunately, the west still
remains largely dry and with the thunderstorms has
come widespread wildfires in CA. Our models show
there will be less Monsoon activity this week.

Ref. Dark Sky

10 Day Outlook
There is a line of precipitation moving NE
through the North coast, and additional
showers over Southern OR and NE CA. High
pressure over the plains is sending monsoon
moisture north into the region, which will
continue to drive showers and thunderstorms
during the week. Activity should continue
through Thursday over the Sierra, NV, along
with higher terrain and deserts in SE CA. Into
the weekend, moisture should increase yet
again, and expect more widespread
precipitation activity and higher QPF
associated with showers and thunderstorms,
lessening in intensity as the week moves on.
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CALIFORNIA WEATHER DISCUSSION
Looking at the longer-term impacts of the drought, some of the West’s largest
reservoirs and lakes continued to exhibit startling declines. The surface elevation of
Lake Mead, on the Colorado River behind Hoover Dam, fell 135 feet in the 21-year
period from July 1, 2000, to July 1, 2021, from 1,204 to 1,069 feet above sea level. By
July 20, Lake Mead’s elevation stood at 1067.79 feet. Prior to the 21st century, Lake
Mead’s surface elevation briefly fell below 1,100 feet only during two drought periods:
1955-57 and 1964-65. Since March 2014, the lake’s end-of-month surface elevation
has been continuously below 1,100 feet—and currently stands at a record low since
impoundment occurred more than 80 years ago.
Farther upstream, water is being released from Flaming Gorge Reservoir in Wyoming
and Utah to boost the level of Lake Powell for the purpose of guarding hydropower
generating capability. Elsewhere in Utah, the surface elevation of the Great Salt Lake
fell to 4,191.4 feet on July 20, tying the previous record low set in 1963. In California,
154 primary intrastate reservoirs gained just 1.7 million acre-feet of water during the
2021 melt season, barely 20% of the historical recharge average of 7.9 million acrefeet. At the end of June, the 154 reservoirs held just 62% of their typical volume for
this time of year—and had lost 16.6 million acre-feet of water (49% of the original
volume) over the last 2 years. Current California storage (17.5 million acre-feet) is less
than 5.8 million acre-feet above what those reservoirs held on June 30, 1977, which
was the year when statewide storage ultimately fell to a record-low end-of-month
volume of 7.5 million acre-feet at the end of October. Finally, the punishing Western
drought has been accompanied by record-setting high temperatures.
Reference:
Brad Rippey, U.S. Department of Agriculture
Richard Heim, NOAA/NCEI
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WATER NEWS
More companies are citing water scarcity as a financial risk in regulatory filings
As climate change stokes extreme weather events like droughts, flooding and wildfire,
another concern is emerging for companies and their investors: the cost and dwindling
supply of water.
More companies are listing water security and scarcity among risk factors in regulatory
filings and investor calls. Globally, firms cited water 43% more in 2020 than in 2019, a
June report from investment bank Barclays found, citing comments gleaned from
thousands of transcripts.
"It's a concern that is becoming an area of focus for many of our clients," said Michael
Littenberg, a partner at the law firm Ropes & Gray who advises companies on
Environmental, Social and Governance issues, known as ESG.
"Certainly, many of them monitor water usage, and try to reduce water usage. But
focusing on water scarcity is a newer area of focus at many companies," Littenberg said.
Water scarcity and risk are harder to track than other climate-related issues, like carbon
emissions. In the U.S., local laws govern use and access rights, sometimes down to the
city, county and town level. It's often even harder to track who is withdrawing water,
and in what quantities, from sources such as lakes and aquifers, experts said.
"Companies routinely disclose their utility bills. But it is likely that they are understating
the all-in costs of their water consumption," Barclays said.
Most companies underestimate their water consumption by three to five times its "true
cost," Barclays analysts wrote. They often overlook the cost of insurance, expenses after
droughts and flooding, public relations damage from perceived "irresponsible" water
use and the need to move or build new facilities near fresh water.
A review of company annual reports, known as 10-K filings, that are required by the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission, found 58 companies that mentioned "water risk"
in their 2020 filings, up from 41 the previous year, Littenberg noted.
Which companies face the most water risk? Those in the consumer staples industry,
which includes food, tobacco, beverage and consumer goods like shampoo, Barclays
found. Barclays pegs the cost if those companies don't take action at about $200 billion.
With changes including cutting water consumption and risks to suppliers, that figure
drops to $11 billion.
Original Article: CBS News by Rachel Layne
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Lake Powell hits lowest level on record in climate change-fueled water crisis
Plagued by climate change-fueled drought and increasing demand for water, Lake
Powell, the second largest reservoir in the United States, has fallen to its lowest level on
record since it was first filled more than 50 years ago.
As of Sunday, Lake Powell had fallen to roughly 3,554 feet in elevation — just 33% of
capacity — according to the US Bureau of Reclamation, below the previous all-time low
set in 2005.
Lake Powell and nearby Lake Mead, the nation's largest reservoir, have drained at an
alarming rate this year. The two reservoirs fed by the Colorado River watershed provide
a critical supply of drinking water and irrigation for many across the region, including
rural farms, ranches and native communities.
The significance of the dwindling supply in both reservoirs cannot be overstated. Water
flowing down the Colorado River fills the two reservoirs, which are part of a river system
that supplies over 40 million people living across seven Western states and Mexico.
A study by US Geological Survey scientists published in 2020 found that on average, the
Colorado River's flow has declined by about 20% over the last century, and over half of
that decline can be attributed to warming temperatures across the basin.
John Fleck, the director of the Water Resources Program at the University of New
Mexico, told Lake Powell might not be the larger of the two major Colorado River
reservoirs, but it plays a significant role in the West's water crisis.
Original Article: CNN by Rachel Ramirez and Jon Passantino
Thousands of Central Valley farmers may lose access to surface water amid
worsening drought
As California endures an increasingly brutal second year of drought, state water
regulators are considering an emergency order that would bar thousands of Central
Valley farmers from using stream and river water to irrigate their crops.
On Friday, the State Water Resources Control Board released a draft “emergency
curtailment” order for the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta watershed. The measure,
which was first reported by the Sacramento Bee, would bar some water rights holders
from diverting surface water for agricultural and other purposes.
The proposed regulation underscores just how dire matters have become as drought
squeezes the American West.
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“It says that this drought is really severe,” said Erik Ekdahl, deputy director of the
state water board’s Division of Water Rights. The water board will consider the
order’s approval on Aug. 3. If approved, it would go into effect about two weeks later at
the earliest, Ekdahl added.
“This is probably the first time the board has contemplated curtailment orders for the
entire bay delta watershed,” Ekdahl said. Some notices of water unavailability were sent
out to water rights holders in the delta watershed during the 2014-15 time period, but
this type of sweeping, formal order was not utilized, he said.
If approved, the order would be implemented first with junior water rights holders, then
more senior water rights holders, and then the most senior. According to Ekdahl, the
board believes that more than 10,000 water rights holders would be affected, with their
water largely being used for agricultural irrigation purposes. Some municipal, industrial
and commercial entities could also be affected.
The proposed regulation would carve out an exemption for health and human safety
purposes, meaning that water for drinking, bathing and domestic purposes wouldn’t be
subject to the curtailment. In mid-June, the board issued a notice of water
unavailability — which urges, but does not order, people to stop diverting water — to
many rights holders.
The proposed emergency regulation comes at a time when the primary Northern
California reservoirs that feed into California’s lakes and streams are at about 30% of
capacity, Ekdahl said. Unusually warm temperatures and dry soils have contributed to
reductions in runoff from the Sierra snowpack. The water board has characterized the
reductions as “unprecedented.”
Original Article: The LA Times by Julia Wick
Global water crises unleash tsunami of watertech
What do western wildfires and the global semiconductor shortage have in
common? Water…or rather the lack of it.
While Earth is the “Blue Planet,” paradoxically only 1% of its water is available for use.
We’ve taken water for granted, despite it being a basic human need and critical
component to our industrial, food, and energy supply chains. In the western US,
reservoirs are at record low levels, caused by a dangerous combination of rising
temperatures and declining runoff. Across the Pacific, Taiwan is experiencing its worst
drought in 56 years, driving global semiconductor shortages in an industry where the
largest chipmaking company relies on 80 swimming pools’ worth of water a day.
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Meanwhile, floods are inundating Central China and Germany, resulting in more
than 200 deaths so far.
Governments and companies around the world are facing severe water quantity (too
little and too much), quality, and equity challenges. The World Resources
Institute estimates that a third of the world’s population lives in water-stressed regions
like California’s San Joaquin valley, where over a million low-income farmworkers lack
access to safe and ample drinking water.
Water and climate are intricately linked, with extreme weather events – droughts,
floods, sea-level rise, intensifying storms – manifested through changes in the water
cycle. Climate change is precipitating more variable, unpredictable, and catastrophic
water outcomes. Droughts in the West aren’t merely episodic – they’re the new normal,
necessitating a focus on climate resilience and adaptation. Through an emissions lens,
water can be both a source of emissions as well as a pathway for mitigation.
We’re still at the early stages of unraveling this “Blue Planet Paradox.” As we face the
water supply and demand challenges that come with our departure from the holocene,
water footprint reducing technologies will become increasingly valuable. This
confluence of growing water value with business value presents a sea of opportunity for
watertech innovators.
Original Article: Climate Tech VC by Elle Brunsdale
In drought-stricken California, who owns water rights can still be a mystery
As we careen deeper into drought, California will face increasing impacts to urban and
agricultural economies, rivers and forests, and wildlife.
In response, government agencies will need to determine how to allocate water among
competing needs. Water users will scramble to buy and sell water — if they can — or
reduce their use. But the current lack of information hobbles the ability to make difficult
decisions about water management. For California to cope with persistent shortages,
water rights data need to be accessible to decision-makers and the public.
Most residents assume that because their home water use is metered we would
understand water use in the state as a whole, and that water management is a routine
matter. This could hardly be further from the truth.
In contrast to household taps, diversions from rivers and streams typically
are unmeasured or unreported. Further, most essential documents are inaccessible, so
we simply don’t know who can legally use water at a given time and place. Here in the
land of Google, basic water information remains trapped, obscuring water management.
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It seems absurd: A fundamental resource underpinning our economic, social and
environmental well-being is managed with 19th century information technology.
The relevant public records are effectively buried. More than 10 million pages of paper
files sit in storage rooms, collecting dust. Legal records for older rights — some dating
to the 19th century but still binding today — are scattered in 58 county courthouses and
other repositories.
The situation is the result of underfunded agencies, haphazard attention to information
technology, and years of political inertia. Given the lack of data, it is immensely difficult
to resolve conflicts or manage shortages.
Water rights help determine who may use water, when, where and for what purpose.
The right to divert and use water is mediated by the state’s responsibility to protect
public health and the environment. In the absence of accessible legal information,
neither regulators nor water users can have clarity about their options.
Under California’s legal system, drought management should be an organized and
rational process of determining the water needed for fish and wildlife, allocating the
remaining available water to the most senior users, telling lower priority diverters to
stop withdrawals, and facilitating water trading and alternative water sources. Instead,
because of the lack of information, California is unable to align available supply
systemically. Basically, it’s chaos.
Other Western states routinely manage water shortage informed by relevant
information. California does not. It makes no sense economically or environmentally.
A first step to efficient water management is building a system that makes this basic
information available to all. New research from UC Berkeley School of Law shows that it
can be done. Over the last two years, in partnership with the Los Angeles Department
of Water and Power, we digitized more than 130,000 pages of documents and built an
indexed, searchable database that makes legal documents from the Mono Basin water
region accessible. Now, anyone can view the complete basis for water rights that
previously would have taken weeks or months for attorneys to unearth, and see how
water rights in the basin relate to one another. Shockingly, this has never been done
before in California.
For a small investment, the content and functions of our database could be expanded
statewide. Other states have long made this kind of information available and routinely
manage their water using relevant data. California can do this, too. The cost would be
trivial compared with water infrastructure expenditures and a tiny share of the state’s
current budget surplus.
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During California’s last drought, the Legislature established requirements
for integration of existing data and allowed state agencies to require water use
reporting. These are laudable goals, but without a place to put reporting data there is
no reasonable way for the state to request it from water users. A modernized water
rights information system can receive reporting data, and is a necessary complement to
such mandates. Without it, they offer little value.
Original Article: The LA Times by Michael Kiparsky
Tulare County officials say state red tape made water crisis, suffering worse for
Teviston
The state’s response to the water crisis that gripped tiny Teviston, California, earlier this
summer should have been a no-brainer, according to Tulare County officials.
The rural central San Joaquin Valley county, with help from the state, had seen wells go
dry en masse during the 2012-2016 drought leaving hundreds of families without water
for months on end.
The county and state had seemingly worked out a game plan for that disaster and Tulare
County had even regrouped its local drought task force this spring as it saw this summer
shaping up to be especially dry.
So, county officials and Teviston residents were more than a little frustrated by what
they said was the state’s flat-footed response when Teviston’s well broke down June 9,
leaving the town dry, as a brutal heat wave swept over the state.
At almost every turn, the state was more a hindrance than a help, said Denise England,
Tulare County’s resource director.
According to England: Money to pay for large-scale emergency water was stuck in the
bureaucratic pipeline. Arbitrary boundaries set by the state Division of Drinking Water
forced haulers to drive an extra 40 miles a day trucking in water when closer sources
were available. Drinking Water regulators balked at getting families water for swamp
coolers, even as forecasts showed an extended period of days above 110 degrees.
Worst of all, England added, a family had to get their medically fragile child’s Stanford
University doctor to plead for a 2,500-gallon tank after spending two weeks scrounging
for water from friends’ houses.
“Check your notes from the last time,” said an exasperated England. “Or just get the
money out to the counties. We can’t wait around.”
Original Article: The Fresno Bee by Lois Henry and Jesse Vlad
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‘It’s been dropping fast all year’: Concerns rise over water levels at Lake
Oroville
The drought is taking its toll on dams and rivers throughout California and there is no
clearer example than at Lake Oroville where water levels have been dropping all year.
“It’s been dropping fast all year,” said fisherman Jeremiah Corlin. “It’s been slowing
down, but it’s still dropping fast.”
The Oroville Dam is the state water system’s tallest, but boaters and fishermen have
witnessed the water level fall nearly 250 feet below average.
State water regulators are required to release water to protect fish downstream. They
are trying to preserve as much water as possible, but levels are dropping a foot a day.
At that rate, the water will go below the intakes for the dam’s hydropower station for
the first time. That means state power regulators will have to find other sources of
electricity to power over 80,000 homes — a relatively small amount of what is used
statewide.
Oroville resident Kevin Goodman said low water also means fewer tourist dollars.
“Ain’t people boating or nothing like that,” Goodman told FOX40. “Stores around here
are missing out on it, really.”
But oddly enough, the fishing is better than average for those who are careful with their
boats.
“It’s murky in spots, pretty dirty. You need to watch out for rocks up in the coves and
sandbars,” Corlin explained.
Original Article: Fox 40 by Lonnie Wong, Katelyn Stark
Saudi Arabia suspends privatisation of desalination and power plant
Saudi Arabia has suspended the privatisation of the Ras Al Khair desalination and power
plant, one of a number of state assets that the government aimed to sell to reduce
pressure on capital spending and diversify revenues away from oil.
"This decision was made in order to capitalise on knowledge and capacity built in the
Kingdom as a result of many years of experience in the areas of water desalination, new
technologies, R&D (research and development) and supply chains", said the
Privatization Supervisory Committee for the Environment, Water and Agriculture
sectors.
"A new engagement strategy and plan for the Saline Water Conversion Corporation
(SWCC) assets such as Ras Al Khair plant will be announced shortly," it said in a statement
on Monday on the website of the Saudi national centre for privatisations.
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SWCC had hired advisers to help it sell the $7.2 billion Ras Al Khair desalination
plant, sources told Reuters previously.
In January, it said that seven companies and consortia had been invited to submit bids
for the plant, with the winner expected to own 60% of the project company and handle
its management, operations, and maintenance.
Desalination is expensive and energy-intensive but is relied upon in hot, water-scarce
climates like Saudi Arabia and neighbouring Gulf countries.
The privatisation committee said that it will continue to engage investors in future
public-private partnerships and privatisations in the water sector.
Original Article: Reuters by David Barbuscia
Extreme drought in California prompting water theft
Billions of gallons of water have been stolen by thieves in California as the state battles
with extreme drought conditions, making water increasingly scarce. As reported by CNN,
thieves have been tapping into fire hydrants, rivers, and family homes and farms to steal
water as reservoirs in the state dry up.
Water theft is an ongoing issue in California, but the severity of this year’s drought has
increased incidents of water theft to record levels.
An estimated 12 billion gallons of water has been stolen in California since 2013. In some
cases the water is being used to cultivate illegal marijuana crops.
“Water stealing has never been more severe,” John Nores, former head of the California
Department of Fish and Wildlife Marijuana Enforcement Team, told CNN.
According to CNN, the bandits are acquiring the water by breaking into water stations,
drilling into water lines, tapping into fire hydrants and threatening farmers, prompting
some communities to install locks on their fire hydrants.
Officials are attempting to tackle the problem by removing fire hydrants and securing
key water sources.
The situation comes as California enters its hottest and driest season, threatening to
exacerbate water scarcity when the entire state is facing a potential drought emergency.
“All of California has to get used to this concept of water scarcity,” Yvonne West, director
of the State Water Resources Control Board’s Office of Enforcement, told CNN.
With water levels in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta at historic lows due to the
extreme effects of climate change, the State Water Resources Control Board has
released a draft curtailment on potential measures to preserve stored water.
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The draft drought emergency regulation prohibits diversions when water supplies
are not available under a water user’s priority of right, and allows the State Water
Board to require additional information related to their diversions and use.
Original Article: The Drink Business by Lucy Shaw
Yet another lake in the Western U.S. drops to record low water levels
Water levels in the southern part of Utah's Great Salt Lake have dropped to the their
lowest levels ever recorded, and experts say conditions at the largest saltwater lake in
the Western Hemisphere will decline further as extreme drought chokes nearly the
entire state.
The U.S. Geological Survey announced Saturday that average daily water levels dropped
by about an inch below the previous record of 4,191.4 feet above sea level, which was
recorded in 1963. The agency's records of Great Salt Lake's elevations date to 1847.
Great Salt Lake's water levels have gradually been receding, but the recent declines have
been aggravated by the megadrought gripping the Western U.S.
According to the latest report from the U.S. Drought Monitor, released Thursday, more
than 99 percent of Utah is under "extreme" drought conditions. Almost 70 percent of
the state is experiencing "exceptional" drought, the highest category.
"It's already concerning that Great Salt Lake has been on a slow decline, but the drought
has accelerated that decline," said Candice Hasenyager, deputy director of the Utah
Division of Water Resources. "It's really alarming."
Original Article: NBC News by Denise Chow
Stark picture for Arizona water supply, Tucson could be oasis in desert
Arizona has been in a state of drought for two decades. For the first time in the modern
history of the Colorado River, a water shortage will likely be declared at Lake Mead.
Couple this with increasing temperatures and climate change and it could spell trouble
for Arizona's water supply.
A report released in May by the Kyl Center for Water Policy paints a stark picture for the
water supply in Arizona. "First of all we've got too many people using groundwater.
we've got to find ways to curb that use," said Kathleen Ferris, a senior research fellow at
the Kyl Center.
The report says most of the state is not achieving safe-yield, not pumping more
groundwater than can be replenished. "In other words, as long as we continue , we call
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it mine groundwater, which means take more out than you are replenishing, the
less groundwater you have. And groundwater is a finite supply," Ferris said.
But could Tucson be the oasis in the desert?
Unlike Phoenix, Tucson is at or near safe-yield. "Tucson is in a little better shape than
the other active management areas at the moment, but the Department of Water
Resources is saying the ability to maintain that goal is in jeopardy," Ferris said.
The city started taking deliveries of Colorado River water 20 years ago. "On a net balance
level 100% of Tucson Water's use is Colorado River water," said Tucson Water's
Superintendent of Public Information and Conservation, James MacAdam. That means
the utility is still pumping groundwater in some parts of town. But it's taking in an
equivalent amount of Colorado River water and recharging it.
Tucson Water has actually been banking water. "Tucson water has been playing the long
game for decades. Our allocation from the Colorado River is 144,000 acre feet a year,
our water use is about 90-100 acres a year. So that means over the past several years
we've actually been banking a half year's worth of water in the aquifer every year," said
MacAdam.
The city is in that position because Tucsonans have been really great at conserving water.
"Per capita water usage in Tucson has been dropping since the 1970's. About 1-2% per
year, it actually accelerated 10-15 years ago." said Pofesser Thomas Meixner,
Department head of Hydrology and Atmospheric Sciences at the University of Arizona.
Tucson Water also said its users have reduced their water use 30% per person over the
past decades.
Original Article: KVOA by Shelle Jackson
California senators press Congress for $1 billion to prep for future drought
With rural wells running dry and reservoir levels dwindling amid the Western drought,
California senators are pressing Congress for an infusion of cash to renovate the state’s
collapsing drinking water system. But instead of new dams or desalination plants,
Senators Dianne Feinstein and Alex Padilla want the state to take a more innovative
approach in prepping for future megadroughts experts predict will only worsen due to
global warming.
In new legislation introduced Friday, the lawmakers are seeking $1 billion to boost
stormwater capture, groundwater recharge and water recycling efforts in the Golden
State and throughout the U.S.
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“Climate change and the resulting extreme droughts mean we have to start using
water much more efficiently,” Feinstein said in a statement. “Investing in water
recycling is an important part of that effort.”
Just a few years after a record-breaking dry spell, unmistakable signs of drought have
returned to California and much of the Western U.S.
Unseasonable wildfires, record-low reservoir levels, fallowed fields and catastrophic
salmon die-offs have the nation’s most populous state on edge with months still to go
before the return of the rainy season.
Coined the Water Reuse and Resiliency Act, the legislation would add $200 million a year
over the next five years to the Environmental Protection Agency’s budget to promote
new projects at the local level.
California’s junior senator says renovating and diversifying water infrastructure should
be a “national priority.”
“California is bearing the brunt of the impacts of the climate crisis, but we are also on
the forefront of innovative ways to combat this crisis,” Padilla added.
Sponsored by a coalition of water districts and sanitation agencies, the legislation aims
to jumpstart water projects like a pair already underway in California’s capital city.
Considered one of the largest public works projects in Sacramento County history, the
estimated $2 billion Echo Water Project will provide a massive upgrade to the county’s
outdated wastewater treatment plant which serves more than 1.4 million people. The
project will vastly improve the quality of water currently being discharged into the
state’s largest river and turn sewer water usable for nearby farmers.
The groundbreaking project is being funded by a state loan along with rate increases and
is expected to be completed by 2023.
The county has also broke ground on an accompanying project that will use treated
water to promote aquifer recharge and increase river flows. Under the project, officials
hope farmers will reduce groundwater pumping in exchange for the readily available
“harvest or recycled water.” Backers say the program could irrigate up to 16,000 acres
of farmland annually and reduce the strain on the county’s aquifers.
Original Article: Courthouse News by Nick Cahill
Calif. regulators tabbed to deliver most severe cuts to water supplies
As California’s drought continues to worsen, the state’s top regulator announced that
water in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta would be unavailable for all water users
moving forward and issuing orders to water users to cut back their use.
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The California State Water Resources Control Board announced at 5:30 p.m. on
Friday that it issued a notice of water unavailability to the region’s senior water
rights holders on June 15.
“The June 15 notice also warned all pre-1914 appropriative and riparian water right
claimants in the Delta watershed of impending water unavailability based on worsening
drought conditions and the resulting likelihood of consideration of an emergency
regulation to curtail water use throughout the Delta watershed,” the board said in an
announcement.
In the hierarchy of California water rights, pre-1914 appropriative and riparian water are
among the senior-most rights holders to various watersheds in the state.
The proposed order includes a number of carveouts for specific, so-called “nonconsumptive” uses.
The exceptions – which do not require prior approval from the State Water Board –
include diversions for hydroelectric power generation, diversions for the benefit of fish
and wildlife so long as the targeted stream is connected to the source, irrigating lands
within the so-called “legal Delta” boundaries so long key metrics demonstrate such
irrigation does not increase depletion of Delta channels.
The board’s proposed regulation also allows water diversions to continue from the Delta
for health and safety needs of communities without prior approval, however those
diversions are capped at 55 gallons per person per day.
Original Article: The SJV Sun by Alex Tavlian
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